AFTER TONIGHT

Words and Music by MARIAH CAREY, DAVID FOSTER and DIANE WARREN

Moderately slow

Am F/A G/A Am
F/A F/E E Am

I look at you looking at me;
I feel your touch caressing me;

feels like a feeling's all meant to be.
this feeling's all I'll ever need.

And as your body moves with mine,
its like I'm lifted out of
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time and time again, patiently I've waited for this
time alone will tell if you feel the way I feel when

moment to arrive.
I look in your eyes.

After tonight,

will you remember how sweet and ten-
der-ly you reached for me and pulled me closer?

After you go,
will you return to love me, after tonight,

begins to fade,

becomes the day?

baby?

Yes.

Mm, ooh.
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Decresc.
Remember how sweet and tenderly you reached for me and pulled me closer? After you go, baby, will you return to love me after the night becomes the day,
After tonight begins to fade?

After all, after all...

When the morning comes, when the morning comes, after tonight begins to fade?